4/20/89

Beng

400 - Gnam

420 - Belgans out

2,100 left

Mainly in Upper:
- Some guarding station
- Others in airport
- some open

No Bangladeshis have left, except handful
- yes, except that -

Stadium = next to hotel, which is unsafe now

St. Elizabeth Church

- How many under UNAMIR control?
  - want
  - 6/12,000
  - HWRolski: 20,000

What kind of assets in UNAMIR

- 6 APCs; 2 trucks
- Belgian helicopters?
- UNAMIR helicopters (4)?
- Jeeps, trucks, and weapons (4 wheel chair, unarmored)

People under RPF control: when African; fleeing away

That's primarily, but also French

Options

1) Take them & put them into RPF controlled area as they
  - easiest
  - most dangerous: lack of food; unclear RPF will maintain control

2) Take them down to Tanzania already 10K people coming in
  - UNRAC help here
  - UNRAC try to help.

- high logistical problem
- home to say
- Tan:

UNCLINTON LIBRARY PHOTOCOPY
3) Have North
   - not of her way
   - logistical issue
   - not rich in the North; no resources to receive people.

4) UNHCR will take 12,000 refugees into Uganda
   - leave them in refugee camps in Uganda.
   - No static assistance offset - small unit offset
   - If UN protects them - will start @ 12,000 + end up w/ 280,000

Plautus: only answer = ceasefire

Agreat control? unavailable?

Card:
- please check
- in his fact lines:
  - Sentimental
  - Bermudian